
Bach’s joyous Prelude and Fugue in A major begins with a cascade of characteristic flourishes in 
the manuals and pedals, followed by delightful sequences clicking along in rapid sixteenth notes. 
The brief prelude introduces the fugue with a stately triple-meter subject, an almost hymn-like 
melody that Bach puts through a series of variations, sometimes with coolly flowing lines of 
accompaniment, sometimes with the denser counterpoint for which he is known. Throughout the 
fugue, however, there is to me a warmly radiating heart, evident in the beautiful harmonies and 
soaring countersubjects that Bach crafts around the fugue subject. And, perhaps, a touch of 
humor in the ending. 
 Dr. Mary Beth Bennett is an active composer, teacher, and organist in Richmond, 
Virginia. Her Hommage à Langlais references French composer Jean Langlais’s beloved piece Chant 
de Paix, or “Song of Peace,” in the ethereal harmony and texture of its opening and closing. In 
the central section, the organ erupts with jagged harmonies, which come to a harsh conclusion 
before a quiet and unsettling setting of the Easter hymn “The strife is o’er” wafts through the air. 
This seems posed as a question rather than statement. The conclusion, while warm, feels haunted 
by that strife—perhaps because, today, it is not yet over. 
 A second song in this program is by another esteemed composer, teacher, and organist, 
Dr. David Hurd. Many of Dr. Hurd’s exceptional hymns can be found in the Episcopal Hymnal 
1982. Evening Song eschews a clear voice-like solo line; instead, unique sonorities arise when 
contrasting organ stops are set against each other in blocks. The result is at once strikingly 
modern, but with echoes of plainchant in its austere parallel movement. 

Francis Pott is a well-respected composer in Great Britain, but less well-known in the 
United States. His choral and organ works exhibit a rhythmic and harmonic fluidity that recalls a 
kaleidoscope, constantly shifting, and subtly. The first of this set of fantasias, based upon the 
18th-century French tune (also named Rouen in Episcopal hymnals), is a large-scale meditative 
prelude and a fugue divided into sections. Pott writes that the contrasting sections are loosely 
inspired by Bach’s famous “St. Anne” fugue and Maurice Duruflé’s fugue on “Alain,” both of 
which begin slowly and solemnly, before introducing a moto perpetuo figure and building energy 
and complexity toward their conclusions. Pott’s fugue also is rhythmically dazzling, shifting the 
hymn tune fragments between duple and triple meters, strong and weak beats.  

The widely loved Irish folksong-turned-hymn Slane, usually sung to “Be Thou my vision,” 
is quoted clearly in the second beautiful fantasia. Pott writes that the curling figures in this work 
might evoke Irish folk instruments such as Uillean pipes. The set concludes with a thrilling 
toccata based upon King’s Lynn, another folk tune incorporated into British hymnody at the turn 
of the 20th century. It was first paired with G. K. Chesterton’s stern (and, it must be noted, 
problematically imperialistic) text “O God of earth and altar” (#591 in the Hymnal 1982). Pott’s 
toccata reflects the restlessness of that text, refusing to settle in any comforting major tonality. 
The piece is bookended by a peculiar fanfare, with the central jig (dance-like units of three) 
passing fragments of the tune back and forth between registers. Following the second fanfare is a 
blistering coda that ends in Pott’s version of a cadence--not a major or minor chord but open 
stacked fourths and fifths. While this feels final, it still reflects an important sentiment of the 
hymn: 

...the walls of gold entomb us, the swords of scorn divide, 
take not thy thunder from us, but take away our pride. 

 
 

– Christopher Keady 


